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Abstract

Mobile agents (MAs) can support mobile computing by carrying out tasks autonomously for a mobile user temporarily disconnected from the network. In this paper we describe PDAgent, a lightweight and highly portable platform for developing and deploying mobile agent-enabled applications on wireless handheld devices. Our approach offers the following advantages: (i) It does not require installing MA server on handheld devices and supports the adoption of any kind of mobile agent system at network hosts, while at the same time allow mobile users to have control of mobile agent activities; (ii) It supports dynamic downloading of MA-enabled applications which can be made aware of and adaptive to the user’s current context, and deploying the application to perform various tasks on behalf of the user over the wired network; (iii) It requires the minimum network connectivity and cost for users to deploy their applications. PDAgent provides APIs which allow developers to build new mobile applications on top of PDAgent. Example applications have been developed for PDAgent. We will report on and discuss the results of experimental performance evaluations of PDAgent.
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1. Introduction

Wireless handheld devices, such as cellular phones and PDAs, are becoming increasingly popular. In the past few years, many mobile computing applications have been developed for handheld devices including m-commerce, mobile office, and mobile service/information access applications. However, these applications running on mobile devices in a wireless network still suffer from limited computing, battery power and storage capability, low bandwidth, greater latency, as well as having high network connection costs.

Mobile agent technology has been proposed as one way to overcome the limitations of connectivity, latency and bandwidth [5, 4, 7]. Mobile agents can move through the network of sites to search for, filter, and process information they need to accomplish their tasks [10, 18]. They can also cooperate with each other by sharing and exchanging information and partial results, and collectively making decisions [1, 2]. Mobile agents have also been used to develop middleware for mobile computing [15].

In this paper, we focus on mobile agent support of mobile computing by carrying out tasks for a mobile user temporarily disconnected from the network. The mobile user can dispatch a mobile agent to perform these tasks autonomously over the network. Once the agent is dispatched, the user can disconnect from the network. Later on the user reconnects to the network to collect the result returned by the mobile agent. To provide this support requires a suitable MA platform and tools for mobile users to deploy mobile agents and manage their execution from wireless handheld devices.

We describe a general approach and a lightweight and highly portable platform, called PDAgent, for developing and deploying mobile agent-enabled applications from wireless handheld devices. Although MA platforms have been developed for small devices [11, 12, 16], our approach has a number of advantages:

(i) Most of the existing approaches to deploy mobile agents on wireless devices are bound to one specific mobile agent platform. PDAgent, however, does not require the installation of any MA server on the wireless handheld devices and supports the adaptation of any kind of mobile agent system at the network host as the underlying runtime platform. This feature makes mobile applications highly portable across handheld devices and networks with different MA servers.

(ii) It provides mobile users reliable and efficient mobile computing services in a low-bandwidth mobile network environment, with the minimum network latency and cost. In our approach, the user downloads the MA code for an application and then deploys the application by passing the code with appropriate parameters to a proxy gateway. Then the user can disconnect from the network. The gateway serves as a middle-tier to manage the mobile agent dispatched from the mobile user. It provides a more
powerful processing capability that can reduce the CPU loading within the wireless devices. It also helps to provide a reliable network connection to the Internet so that when the user goes offline, it can communicate and retract the mobile agent. For interoperability, both the agent code and the parameters are encoded with XML.

(iii) It supports dynamic downloading and deployment of MA-enabled mobile applications, which can be made aware of and adaptive to the current user’s context.

PDAgent’s APIs provide function primitives for programming mobile agent-enabled activities, such as downloading mobile agent code, dispatching mobile agent, disposing a mobile agent, and managing the mobile agent operations. Using the APIs, the programmer can develop various new applications on the PDAgent platform.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work, comparing various approaches for mobile users to access information and run applications in wired networks. We also review research on mobile agent platforms adapted to handheld devices and compare them with the design of PDAgent. Section 3 presents the design of the PDAgent platform. Chapter 4 describes the implementation and performance evaluation of PDAgent with sample applications. Chapter 5 concludes the paper with the discussion of our future work.

2. Related work

In the past several years, researchers have been seeking efficient solutions to the problem of providing reliable Internet service to users with wireless devices. Various approaches have been proposed. The major ones as illustrated in Figure 1, including the client-server-model, client-agent server model, and mobile agent server model.
parameters, both are encoded in XML for interoperability, to the gateway, which accepts and interprets the mobile agent code, wraps it into a mobile agent in a form supported by the network sites, and dispatches the mobile agent on behalf of the mobile user. The handheld device acts as remote server controller, with the capability to perform all the mobile agent functions and to administer the mobile agent server to manage the mobile agent operations.

Our approach has the advantages of the previous approaches while at the same time solves both problems of resource limitations and dependency on any specific proprietary mobile agent system. More importantly, it provides a potential to address MA interoperability problem by facilitating a standard MA code format (e.g., specified using XML) which can be understood and interpreted by gateways and different MA servers. In addition, by providing a mechanism for downloading and deployment of MA-enabled applications, it supports the development of context-aware and adaptive mobile applications. MA programs can be designed in a way that can be parameterized, either manually or automatically, to reflect the current user’s context. The mobile user can pre- or dynamically download the MA code to be used in a particular context, and further customize the code by specifying appropriate parameters, before launch the application. This approach has been advocated recently by researchers because it is believed that applications may have valuable information that could enable the middleware system on the wired network to deliver services more efficiently [3]. We observe that for most mobile applications, the MA code is of a size ranging from 1KB to 8KB, and can be compressed before download into the wireless device. Therefore, it should not cause big problems in terms of storage capacity and network latency.

3. Design of PDAgent

Based on the proposed Agent-Proxy-Server approach described in the last section, we have developed a lightweight and highly portable platform, called PDAgent. Figure 3 shows the operating environment of PDAgent. There are several important issues to consider in the design of PDAgent:

- **Mobility** – the mobile user can access network services in different locations from all wireless devices that support the PDAgent platform.
- **Being lightweight** – The PDAgent platform should be able to run on resource-constrained devices.
- **Adaptability** – the PDAgent platform should support mobile agents that can run on the different kinds of mobile agent servers located in network sites.
- **Network Connectivity** – Wireless handheld devices are not permanently connected to the network and can often be disconnected for long periods of time. Even if the wireless device is connected, the connection often suffers with low bandwidth and high latency. The PDAgent platform should provide mobile users with reliable and efficient network access minimizing network connection. It should also minimize the size of information packages transmitted during the running of applications when interacting with network services.

The overall system structure of PDAgent consists of three main parts: a PDAgent Platform on wireless devices, the Gateway, and the Mobile Agent Server. The Mobile Agent Server can be any kind of Mobile Agent Server located on a high-end desktop in a network site. Figure 4 shows the architectures of the PDAgent system and the Gateway.

The PDAgent Platform is the main component, which provides functions to mobile users for downloading of mobile agent code, internal mobile agent administration, and agent launching and management. The components of the PDAgent Platform are separated into UI and System API. UI is the interface via which mobile users submit service requirements and administer mobile agent activities both internally and externally. System API separates the a background process running inside the PDAgent platform that facilitates tasks such as dispatching mobile agents, disposing mobile agent and managing internal Database.
Gateway is a middle-tier communication and operation bridge. It is responsible for transferring information between the mobile agent platform located in wireless devices and the mobile agent server located in Gateway. To support interoperability, XML is used to encode the MA code and the parameter/result data transferred between the PDAgent platform on handheld devices and the Gateway. The PDAgent platform also offers secure design by encrypting MA code and data during wireless transmission. As described in the next section, PDAgent implementation uses an opened source lightweight XML API called kXML [8] for XML conversion and interpretation. The size of kXML [8] API is very small. PDAgent collects client request and converts it into XML document by using kXML API. The XML document is compressed within the wireless devices before being transferred to the gateway. This minimizes the size of the transferred packet and thus reduces the transmission time. Using simple text compression algorithms, the compression process requires only small amount of CPU time.

In the remaining part of this section, we will describe the main functions that PDAgent provides for acquiring services, and for providing reliable services and security.

3.1. Service Subscription

A mobile user can subscribe network services by downloading the service mobile agent code from the nearest trusted Gateway (see Figure 5). Upon downloading, the PDAgent platform will store the mobile code into its database on the wireless device. Each MA code downloaded will be assigned a unique id by the platform for the purpose of authorization in later execution. Once the service agent code is present in PDAgent’s database, the subscription is no longer needed.

Figure 5. System Architecture of service subscription

3.2. Service Execution

Figure 6 shows the interactions that take place between system components when invoking a service. To deploy an application, the application interface is loaded within the wireless device. The mobile user enters service parameters using the application interface without being connected to the network. The Agent Dispatcher will collect the agent code and parameters, generate a unique key from the assigned code id, encode them into a XML document, and pass it on as a single package, called “Packed Information” (PI), to the Network Manager. The Network Manager is responsible of uploading the packed information to the Gateway through a HTTP connection.

When the Gateway receives the packed information, it will pass the information to the Agent Dispatch Handler. The Agent Dispatch Handler will separate this information into modules and pass them on to the XML Writer, Agent Handler, and Document Handler for further extraction. The XML Writer will read the xml document and parse all the user requirement parameters. The Agent Creator will generate mobile agent classes from the information if the supplied unique key is valid. The Document Creator will create different files from information for the Mobile Agent Server to collect later on. Once the document and classes are ready, the File Directory will allocate a space for storing these document and classes, and then it will signal the Mobile Agent Server to create a mobile agent from the user’s uploaded classes and dispatch it to the Internet.

3.3. Service Result Collection

In our current design, the mobile agent will return to the Gateway where it is dispatched after the service execution is completed. The result it brings back will be wrapped in XML format. The mobile user can download the XML document from the Gateway by reconnecting to the Internet. The PDAgent platform on the wireless handheld device will extract the XML document and
3.4. Information Security Management

One of the important issues that PDAgent addresses is that of providing secure information. Although implementing a comprehensive security service is beyond the scope of this paper, we have attempted to handle as much as possible security issues in developing the PDAgent platform.

First, the design of PDAgent advocates the provision of MA service code for mobile users to download from trusted gateways. This, to certain degree, will solve the traditional security problem of mobile agent. Second, data submission in PDAgent is secured since it is done without connecting to the Internet. However, the mobile user is required to send packed information to the Gateway via a HTTP connection during code dispatching and result collection. At this point, data may be stolen and/or altered. PDAgent provides security control which is based mainly on the existing Internet security model, using “Asymmetric Key Encryption” to identify the PDAgent user and encrypt the data during the dispatching process (see Figure 7). PDAgent will encrypt user’s information using a public key [14] and then wrap it into XML format, generating the so called Packed Information. Once the Gateway receives the Packed Information, it will use MD5 [14] to verify whether the Packed Information is valid if so. It will then extract the mobile agent code and the mobile client’s requirements by using its private key to decrypt the Packed Information.

3.5. High Performance Service Management

Reducing network connection time and network error is an important issue in designing the PDAgent platform. In order to provide high performance services, PDAgent executes a service mobile agent on behalf of the mobile user, thereby making use of the Gateway to reduce the network connection time. Furthermore, to ensure that communication between the wireless device and the Gateway will not affect overall operational performance, PDAgent will find the nearest Gateway for sending the Packed Information.

Initially, PDAgent will download a list of gateway addresses from the central server. This list will be used until the Round Trip Time (RTT) from the nearest gateway found in the list exceeds the pre-defined threshold. In this case, the PDAgent will request for a new address list from central server or through one the gateways.

As shown in Figure 8, the PDAgent platform will find the nearest Gateway by sending 1-bit data to all the gateways on the address list and calculating which Gateway takes the shortest Round Trip Time (RTT). The PDAgent platform will send the Packed Information to the Gateway with the shortest RTT. Assuming that the network bandwidth and the size of Packed Information is the same, this can minimize data transfer time, with the minimum transfer time being dependent on the shortest RTT from the wireless device to the Gateway.

3.6. Mobile Agent Management

The mobile user can manage the mobile agent from the PDAgent’s platform on the wireless device. The concept is the same as managing mobile agent activity from a mobile agent server located on a high-end desktop. For example, the mobile user can invoke functions to clone an agent, retract an agent, dispatch an agent, and view agent status.

PDAgent provides a set of APIs that help application developers to build their own mobile applications. The API contains primitives for dispatching mobile agents, monitoring mobile agent activities, retracting mobile
agents from the Internet, and disposing mobile agents. In addition to these core functions, PDAgent APIs also provide functions for internal system management and network management. System management allows the programmer to write code for generating unique keys, and reading and writing XML documents. Network management is responsible of managing all the activities that require wireless network connections from wireless devices to gateways, such as downloading mobile agent code and upload packed information.

Because PDAgent supports any kind of mobile agent system as the underlying operating environment on the gateways and on network hosts, the developer can use development tools provided by the underlying mobile agent system (e.g., Aglets, Voyager etc) to build their applications.

4. Implementation and evaluation of PDAgent

A prototype of PDAgent has been implemented. As with the design, the implementation is in three main parts: PDAgent platform on wireless devices, Gateway, and Internal mobile agent manager.

The PDAgent platform was implemented using Java CLDC / MIDP [20] in the J2ME technology [19]. J2ME is a lightweight VM supporting Java applications on wireless devices. It addresses the problems of storage capacity and low processing power on wireless devices. For XML encoding and parsing, kXML [8], a light-weigh XML API package for J2ME technology, is used. The kXML API supports DOM, DTD and generic XML parsing functions. The database located inside the PDAgent platform on the handheld devices was implemented using J2ME's Record Management System (RMS). RMS is a persistent storage mechanism modeled from a simple record-oriented database. Figure 10 shows some screen captures for PDAgent’s main functions. The PDAgent platform is very lightweight. To store the PDAgent platform together with the kXML package within the wireless devices requires only 120KB storage space.

A web server is installed inside Gateway for request/response though a HTTP connection. We used Tomcat as the Gateway web server because Tomcat is well known and widely used in most business sectors. The Gateway’s functional component was implemented using Java Servlet.

IBM Aglets [9], a well known Java-based mobile agent system, is used as the Mobile Agent Server. It is worth noting that any mobile agent system can be used. We chose IBM Aglets because it is stable and easy to use.

To experiment and test the performance of PDAgent, we have developed several example applications, for example, Food Search Engine, E-Banking etc. The results of the experiments described here have been collected from running an “e-banking” application, in which a mobile client makes transaction requests from one bank site to another bank site.

Figure 10. Runtime environment of E-Banking application

Figure 10 illustrate the runtime environment of the e-Banking application. The mobile user submits the transaction information (Figure 11b) from the wireless device without connecting to the Internet. PDAgent Platform collects client transaction information and mobile agent code wrapped as Packed Information (PI), and sends it to the nearest Gateway. The platform will also display the dispatched agent ID (Figure 11c). The Gateway will dispatch mobile agent to execute the service on behalf of the mobile client. In this application, there is a Mobile Agent Server (MAS) with a Service Agent within each bank. When the client’s agent arrived at each bank, it will execute the transaction by communicating with the Service Agent. If the transaction is completed, the Service Agent will return transaction details to the client’s agent, which will dispatch itself to other banks to continue the transaction execution. At last, the client’s agent will return to Gateway and create a XML document containing all the transaction details. Later on, the mobile user can view the transaction result (Figure 11d) by downloading the XML document from the Gateway.

Performance is evaluated by running the same application and comparing the performance with other two approaches: a client-server and a web-based
approach – accessing Internet services through a web browser on a high-end desktop. Performance metrics used are the Internet connection time and the variances of network latency.

We can see from Figure 12 that increasing the number of transactions submitted affects the Internet connection time for both the client-server and the web-based approaches. The Internet connection time increases roughly in a constant manner against the increasing number of transactions. This is because the mobile client has to maintain the network connection – beginning when the request for Internet services is made and until the service is completed. In contrast, PDAgent’s Internet connection time is not affected by any increase in the number of transactions. This is because the user’s requirement for all the transactions is submitted without the need to connect to the network. PDAgent requires an Internet connection only when sending the PI and collecting the result documents from the Gateway. As a result, internet connection time is less than the other two approaches no matter how many transactions it makes.

An experiment was also conducted to compare the variance of latency in wireless network access and its effect on the Internet connection times of both the PDAgent approach and the client-server approach. Four test runs were conducted to determine the variance in network latency. The results are expressed in terms of the effect of variances on transaction completion times. It was observed that network latency in server request/response is the dominant factor affecting transaction completion times, assuming that the time for submitting a transaction is the same for every single trial with same number of transactions. The transaction complete time is calculated as follows:

- **Client-server-platform** - time for submitting transaction information (offline) + time for requesting server (online) + time for obtaining the server response (online)
- **PDAgent** - time for sending “Packed information” (online) + time for downloading result (online)

As we can observe from Figure 13, variances in network latency in the client-server approach are greater than for PDAgent. Ideally, the completion time should be roughly the same for different trials if the network latency is stable. However, we found that as the number of transaction increased, the completion time of the client-server approach became more unstable.

The completion time of PDAgent was little affected by
network latency, which remained quite stable for all of the trials. This is because PDAgent uses a network connection only when it sends PI and downloads the result documents from the Gateway, while the client-server approach requires that many network connections be made between the client and the server before the Internet service can be completed.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a lightweight and highly portable platform, called PDAgent, for developing and deploying mobile agent-enabled applications from wireless devices. It has several advantages over existing solutions in providing support for the development of highly portable, efficient, and reliable mobile applications. PDAgent provides efficient and reliable network services to mobile users with handheld devices without requiring a large amount of resources. Yet, it has low network latency and low network connectivity costs. This is achieved by providing a lightweight platform for running mobile agents that can execute services autonomously on the Internet on behalf of the user. The mobile user can go offline after submitting the execution plan to the Mobile Agent, thereby reducing network connection times. PDAgent also reduces the use of resources within wireless devices by 1) using the Gateway as a middle-tier for deploying and managing mobile agent to the Internet, and 2) compressing the agent code before storing it in the device’s database. PDAgent is platform independent. It supports the adoption of different mobile agent systems located in high-end desktops on Internet sites. It is implemented using JAVA and allows developers to build PDAgent applications without being bound to a specific type of mobile devices. Performance of PDAgent has been evaluated and compared with other approaches. The results show that the PDAgent is not only lightweight but very efficient in terms of network connectivity and latency.

The work described in this paper is a part of a larger project in developing a middleware for mobile agent-enabled mobile applications. In our future work, we will further enhance the functionality and performance of the PDAgent platform as well as developing more practical applications, including m-commerce and mobile workflow management. Further experiments for performance evaluation will also be carried out.
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